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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach for constructing
a piecewise triangular cubic polynomial surface with F1
continuity around a common corner vertex. A F1 continu-
ity condition between two cubic triangular patches is ﬁrst
derived using mixed directional derivatives. An approach
for constructing a surface with F1 continuity around a cor-
ner is then developed. Our approach is easy and fast with
the virtue of cubic reproduction, local shape controllability,
F2 continuous at the corner vertex. Some experimental re-
sults are presented to show the applicability and ﬂexibility
of the approach.
1. Introduction
A widely popular way in surface design is the use of
smoothly joined triangular Bernstein-B´ ezier patches. The
resulting surface must be visually smooth, that is, the patch
boundary and across-boundary data must agree with the
given values and this provides F or J continuity for the
overall surface. The compositions of B´ ezier triangles that
meet with J1 continuity have been developed by many re-
searchers [5, 7, 8]. The twist compatibility problem [12] or
the vertex enclosure/consistency problem [9] which arises
when joining some polynomial patches with J1 continuity
around a common vertex is generally a difﬁcult problem.
The earliest schemes that addressed the vertex con-
sistency problem are Clough-Tocher-like domain splitting
methods [1, 10, 11]. The Gregory technique [3, 4] seeks to
construct patches on the faces formed by a net of intersect-
ing curves in space. It usesthe curves themselves and cross-
boundary tangent information. From the given information,
sub-patchesareformedateachcornerofafaceandtheseare
then blended to form the full patch that join together with
tangent plane continuity. Loop presents a piecewise J1
spline surface composed of sextic triangular B´ ezier patches,
one per triangle [6]. The recent work of [5] presents an in-
terpolating quintic J1 triangular spline surface, which is a
generalization of Loop’s scheme [6].
In this paper we present a novel approach to construct
a piecewise cubic triangular polynomial surfaces with F1
continuity around a corner vertex. The basic idea is to use
and keep the mixed directional derivatives along their com-
mon boundary between adjacent patches. The result surface
is piecewise cubic triangular polynomials and is F1 contin-
uous across the boundaries between different patches and is
F2 continuous at the corner vertex. Our approach is easy to
use, the result surfaces can be quickly obtained by solving a
simple 4×4 linear system which is always non-degenerate.
The user can adjust the input values to control the shape of
the surface interactively, which makes it a new and useful
tool for shape design in CAD.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Representations of triangular surfaces
Let T be a non-degenerate triangle in the plane with ver-
tices Wl =( {l>| l)>l=1 >2>3.A n yp o i n tS =( {>|) within
T can be expressed uniquely as S = xW1 + yW2 + zW3> in
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Figure 1. Vector l and its normal vector nl in
the plane.
terms of barycentric coordinates (x>y>z)>x+ y + z =
1>x>y>z 0 that can be obtained by solving the following
equations
;
?
=
{ = x{1 + y{2 + z{3>
| = x|1 + y|2 + z|3>
1= x + y + z=
(1)
The Bernstein-B´ ezier triangular surface of degree q over
triangle domain T has the form [2]
Wq(S)=Wq(x>y>z)=
X
l+m+n=q
Eq
l>m>n(x>y>z)Wl>m>n>
where Eq
l>m>n(x>y>z)= q!
l!m!n!xlymzn>W l>m>n 5 U= Let
q :=
;
?
=
q X
l=0
ql X
m=0
dl>m{l|m>d l>m 5 U
<
@
>
be the polynomial set with degree no larger than q.I t i s
known that the degree q Bernstein-B´ ezier polynomials and
the polynomials in q can be converted into each other us-
i n gE q . 1[ 2 ] .
2.2. Directional derivatives
Let x({>|) be a bivariate continuous function with con-
tinuous second order partial derivatives. Let l b eav e c t o ri n
the plane. The directional derivative of x({>|) according
to direction l is deﬁned by
Cx
Cl
=
Cx
C{
cos +
Cx
C|
sin>
where  is the anti-clockwise orientational angle from {
axis to the vector l, see Figure 1 [2].
The mixed directional derivative m a yb eo b t a i n e df r o m
a generalization of the above deﬁnition of direction deriva-
tive: let l and m be two independent vectors in the plane.
Then the mixed directional derivative of x({>|) according
to directions l>m is deﬁned by the directional derivative of
Cx
Cl according to vector m as:
C2x
ClCm
=
C
Cm
µ
Cx
Cl
¶
=
Let nl be the vector that is orthogonal to l such that the
anti-clockwise angle from nl to l is @2, see Figure 1. The
vector nl is called the normal vector of l.
Given a vector l having angle  with { axis, we can ob-
tain the mixed directional derivative of x({>|) according to
vector l and its normal vector nl by simple computation as
C2x
ClCnl
=
C2x
C{2 sincos +
C2x
C{C|
¡
sin2   cos2 
¢

C2x
C|2 sincos> (2)
where  = @2 is the anti-clockwise angle from { axis
to nl, see Figure 1. Similarly, the second order directional
derivative of x({>|) according to l is derived by
C2x
Cl2 =
C2x
C{2 cos2  +
C2x
C{C|
sin2 +
C2x
C|2 sin2 = (3)
It is seen from Eqs. 2 and 3 that the second order direc-
tional derivatives of x({>|) according to the vector l are
dependent on the second order partial derivatives of x({>|)
and the angle between the vector l and { axis.
3. Main results and proof
First we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let l be a vector in the plane and x({>|) be a
bivariate function deﬁned on the plane. A rotation transfor-
mation is applied so that the |0 axis of the new coordinate
frame r{0|0 is coincident with the vector l and the new bi-
variate function is denoted by ¯ x({0>|0).T h e n
Cx
Cl
=
C¯ x
C|0>
C2x
Cl2 =
C2¯ x
C|02>
C2x
ClCnl
=
C2¯ x
C{0C|0=
Proof. The conclusions can be easily shown by noting that
the rotation transformation has the following form
½
{ = {0 sin + |0 cos>
| = {0 cos + |0 sin=
We are now ready to prove the main result in this paper.
The continuity conditions between two cubic bivariate
polynomial triangular patches along their common bound-
ary are given by the following theorem.
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Figure 2. Two triangular patches x({>|) and
y({>|) with a common boundary l.
Theorem 1. Consider two adjacent cubic polyno-
mial triangular patches } = x({>|) and } = y({>|)
that share a common boundary l =   $ RS with
R =( {0>| 0)>S =( {1>| 1),s e eF i g u r e2 . I fx({>|)
and y({>|) satisfy the following conditions:
(I) x({0>| 0)=y({0>| 0)>
(II) x({1>| 1)=y({1>| 1)>
(III)
Cx
Cnl
({1>| 1)=
Cy
Cnl
({1>| 1)>
(IV)
Cx
C{
({0>| 0)=
Cy
C{
({0>| 0)>
(V)
Cx
C|
({0>| 0)=
Cy
C|
({0>| 0)>
(VI)
C2x
Cl2 ({0>| 0)=
C2y
Cl2 ({0>| 0)>
(VII)
C2x
ClCnl
({0>| 0)=
C2y
ClCnl
({0>| 0)>
then the two patches x({>|) and y({>|)join at the common
boundary l with F1 continuity.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the point
R on the common boundary l lies on | axis because any
translation transformation will not change the given condi-
tions and conclusions. We then apply a rotation transforma-
tion to make the |0 axis of the new coordinate frame coin-
cident with the common boundary l =   $ RS. For simplicity,
the new coordinate axis {0>|0 are still denoted as {>| and
the transformed point ({0
>|0
) of ({>| ) are still denoted
as ({>| ). It can be easily shown by simple computation
that under the above rotation transformation the conditions
of the theorem are converted into:
(I) x(0>| 0)=y(0>| 0)>
(II) x(0>| 1)=y(0>| 1)>
(III)
Cx
C{
(0>| 1)=
Cy
C{
(0>| 1)>
(IV)
Cx
C{
(0>| 0)=
Cy
C{
(0>| 0)>
(V)
Cx
C|
(0>| 0)=
Cy
C|
(0>| 0)>
(VI)
C2x
C|2(0>| 0)=
C2y
C|2(0>| 0)>
(VII)
C2x
C{C|
(0>| 0)=
C2y
C{C|
(0>| 0)=
The cubic bivariate polynomial x({>|) can be rewritten
as
x({>|)=x2({>|){ + s3(|)> (4)
where x2({>|) is a quadric bivariate polynomial, s3(|) is
cubic polynomial on |. Noting that x({>|)|{=0 = s3(|) it
can be shown that a unique cubic polynomial s3(|) can be
determined by the four interpolation conditions (I), (II), (V)
and (VI). Therefore, we have
x({>|)|{=0 = y({>|)|{=0 = s3(|)>
which indicates that the two patches x({>|) and y({>|) are
F0 continuous along their common boundary.
We now try to prove that they are F1 continuous along
their common boundary.
Following Eq. 4, we have
Cx
C|
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
{=0
=
Cy
C|
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
{=0
= s0
3(|)> (5)
and
Cx
C{
=
Cx2({>|)
C{
· { + x2({>|): =x1({>|){ + s2(|)>
where x1({>|) is a linear bivariate polynomial, and s2(|)
is a quadratic polynomial with |. It can be derived from the
above equation that
C2x({>|)
C{C|
=
Cx1({>|)
C|
· { + s0
2(|)>
thus we have
Cx({>|)
C{
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
{=0
= s2(|)>
and
C2x({>|)
C{C|
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
{=0
= s0
2(|)=
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can be uniquely determined by the 3 conditions (III), (IV),
and (VII). Thus we have
Cx({>|)
C{
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
{=0
=
Cy({>|)
C{
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
{=0
= s2(|)= (6)
The conclusion of the theorem is thus obtained following
Eqs. 5 and 6.
4. Construction of surface with F1 continuity
around a corner
It is known that we need 10 independent conditions to
determine a cubic bivariate polynomial surface or a cubic
B´ ezier surface over a triangular patch.
Considering a corner vertex R of order q, with neighbor
vertices Sl, where the subscripts are always taken modulo
q,w ed e ﬁ n eas u r f a c ep a t c hW3
l (S)=W3
l ({>|) over each
triangle 4RSlSl+1, l =1 >2>===>q, see Figure 3. Let ll and
nll be the edge vector RSl and its corresponding normal
vector.
Now we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Consider the surface patch W 3
l ({>|)
over triangle 4RSlSl+1 for a speciﬁc index l.I f
l>m>m =0 >1>===>9> are given, then a cubic bivariate
polynomial surface W3
l ({>|) can be uniquely obtained by
the following 10 conditions in two bundles:
(I) W3
l (R)=l>0>
CW3
l
C{
(R)=l>1>
CW3
l
C|
(R)=l>2>
C2W3
l
C{2 (R)=l>3>
C2W3
l
C{C|
(R)=l>4>
C2W3
l
C|2 (R)=l>5>
(II) W3
l (Sl)=l>6>W3
l (Sl+1)=l>7>
CW3
l
Cnll
(Sl)=l>8>
CW3
l
Cnll+1
(Sl+1)=l>9=
Proof. Without loss of generality, the point R is assumed to
be (0>0). Let the cubic bivariate polynomial be represented
by
W3
l ({>|)=d0 + d1{ + d2| + d3{2 + d4{| + d5|2
+d6{3 + d7{2| + d8{|2 + d9|3=
We candetermine thecoefﬁcientsd0>d 1>d 2>d 3>d 4>d 5 from
condition bundle (I) as
d0 = l>0>d 1 = l>1>d 2 = l>2>d 4 = l>4>
d3 =
l>3
2
>d 5 =
l>5
2
= (7)
O
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Figure 3. Cubic polynomial surfaces deﬁned
on the triangles around a corner vertex R.
We now prove that the other coefﬁcients can be determined
by condition bundle (II). Suppose Sl =( {l>| l).T h eu n i t
vector of ll is
Ã
{l p
{2
l + |2
l
>
|l p
{2
l + |2
l
!
:= (u1>u 2)>
and the unit vector of nll is (u2>u1).T h u sw eh a v e
CW3
l
Cnll
=
CW3
l
C{
·
|l p
{2
l + |2
l

CW3
l
C|
·
{l p
{2
l + |2
l
= (8)
The ﬁrsttwoequationsW3
l (Sl)=l>6 and W3
l (Sl+1)=l>7
of condition bundle (II) can be respectively converted into
{3
ld6 + {2
l|ld7 + {l|2
ld8 + |3
ld9 = D1> (9)
and
{3
l+1d6+{2
l+1|l+1d7+{l+1|2
l+1d8+|3
l+1d9 = D2> (10)
where
D1 = l>6
¡
d0 + d1{l + d2|l + d3{2
l + d4{l|l + d5|2
l
¢
>
D2 = l>7 
¡
d0 + d1{l+1 + d2|l+1 + d3{2
l+1
+d4{l+1|l+1 + d5|2
l+1
¢
=
From Eq. 8 the last two equations
CW3
l
Cnll
(Sl)=l>8 and
CW3
l
Cnll+1
(Sl+1)=l>9 can be respectively converted into
3{2
l|l p
{2
l + |2
l
d6 +
2{l|2
l  {3
l p
{2
l + |2
l
d7 +
|3
l  2{2
l|l p
{2
l + |2
l
d8
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3{l|2
l p
{2
l + |2
l
d9 = D3> (11)
and
3{2
l+1|l+1 q
{2
l+1 + |2
l+1
d6 +
2{l+1|2
l+1  {3
l+1 q
{2
l+1 + |2
l+1
d7+
|3
l+1  2{2
l+1|l+1 q
{2
l+1 + |2
l+1
d8 
3{l+1|2
l+1 q
{2
l+1 + |2
l+1
d9 = D4> (12)
where
D3 = l>8  1 s
{2
l+|2
l
£
d2{l + d1|l  d4{2
l
+2(d3  d5){l|l + d4|2
l
¤
>
D4 = l>9  1 s
{2
l+1+|2
l+1
£
d2{l+1 + d1|l+1  d4{2
l+1
+2(d3  d5){l+1|l+1 + d4|2
l+1
¤
=
Eqs. 9, 10, 11, 12 form a linear system with unknown
coefﬁcients d6>d 7>d 8>d 9. It has unique solution as the
following determinant:
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
{3
l {2
l|l {l|2
l |3
l
{3
l+1 {2
l+1|l+1 {l+1|2
l+1 |3
l+1
3{2
l |l s
{2
l
+|2
l
2{l|2
l {3
l s
{2
l
+|2
l
|3
l 2{2
l |l s
{2
l
+|2
l
3{l|2
l s
{2
l
+|2
l
3{2
l+1|l+1 s
{2
l+1
+|2
l+1
2{l+1|2
l+1{3
l+1 s
{2
l+1
+|2
l+1
|3
l+12{2
l+1|l+1 s
{2
l+1
+|2
l+1
3{l+1|2
l+1 s
{2
l+1
+|2
l+1
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
is not zero which can be proved by some algebraic compu-
tations.
For a patch with corner vertex R and q neighbor
points Sl>l=1 >2>===>q, see Figure 3, we construct a piece-
wise cubic polynomial surface W({>|) over the patches
as follows. First we set 6 scalar values at the corner point
R, that is, the position value W(R), 2 values of the partial
derivatives CW
C{(R)> CW
C|(R), and 3 values of the second
order partial derivatives C2W
C{2 (R)> C2W
C{C|(R)> C2W
C|2 (R).A t
each end-point Sl>l =1 >2>===>q, we set 2 scalar values,
one is its position value W(Sl) and the other is the value of
cross-edge directional derivative CWl
Cnll
(Sl).T h u s w e h a v e
6+2 q values to determine the shape of the surface over
the patches.
At each triangle 4RSlSl+1, there are a total of 10 val-
ues, six values at the vertex R plus two values at Sl and
Sl+1 respectively. From Theorem 2 the cubic triangular
surface patch W3
l ({>|) over 4RSlSl+1 canbe uniquely de-
termined for all l =1 >2>===>q.
It is easily shown that the adjacent patches W3
l ({>|) and
W3
l+1({>|) join at their common boundary with F1 conti-
nuity by Eq. 2, Eq. 3 and Theorem 1. As each triangular
patch W3
l ({>|) uses the same values at the common corner
R, thus the composition surface over the patches is F2 con-
tinuous at the corner vertex.
Thusacontinuous piecewisecubictriangularpolynomial
surface over the q patches could be constructed from the
given 6+2q values with F1 continuous along the boundary
curves between adjacent triangular patches and F2 contin-
uous at the corner.
It is worthwhile to note that changes of the six values
at the corner will affect the shape over all the triangular
patches while changes of the two values at Sl would locally
affect the shapes of the triangles Wl and Wl+1.
Our algorithm is cubic reproduction. That is, if the val-
ues of the vertices of the patch and the corner are computed
from a cubic polynomial surface, the result of our approach
is exactlythe same as the original cubic polynomial surface.
This can be easily seen from the proof of Theorem 2.
We now give the algorithm for designing a F1 continu-
ous surface over the triangular patches around a corner in
the following.
Algorithm 1.
Input: 6 scalar values at the corner vertex, 2 scalar value at
each patch vertex, totally 6+2 q values.
Output: a F1 continuous piecewise triangular polynomial
surface around the corner.
Steps: For each triangular patch, do
Step 1. Compute d0  d5 by Eq. 7.
Step 2. Compute d6d9 by solving the 4×4 linear system
given by Eqs. 9- 12.
Step 3. Convert the cubic triangular polynomial into
Bernstein-B´ ezier form.
5. Experimental results
In this section we show several examples of construction
of cubic triangular patches around a corner that illustrate
the behaviors of our approach.
Example 1. W eu s eas p h e r es u r f a c ea sag r o u n d
truth sample and approximate a part of the sphere
surface }({>|)=
p
1  {2  |2 using 6 triangular
cubic polynomial patches. The domain edge points are
S1 =(
s
2
2 >0)>S 2 =(
s
2
4 >
s
6
4 )>S 3 =( 
s
2
4 >
s
6
4 )>S 4 =
(
s
2
2 >0)>S 5 =( 
s
2
4 >
s
6
4 )>S 6 =(
s
2
4 >
s
6
4 ) and
the corner is R =( 0 >0), see Figure 4(a). We set the
values at the corner as (x>x{>x |>x {{>x {|>x ||)|R =
(1>0>0>1>0>1) and the values at patch vertices
(x>xnl)|Sl =(
s
2
2 >0)>l =1 >2>===>6> computed following
the equation of sphere surface. The piecewise cubic
triangular patches generated by our approach are shown in
Figure 4(b). The maximum approximation error is 0.006,
and the approximation result looks good.
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Figure 4. Polynomial approximation to part
of the sphere surface using 6 triangular
patches: (a) domain patches; (b) piecewise
cubic triangular polynomial surfaces.
() a
() b
Figure 5. Our approach can reproduce exact
cubic surfaces: (a) a saddle surface; (b) a
cubic surface.
Example 2. We use two surfaces with degree not
larger than 3 for testing the cubic reproduction prop-
erty of our approach. One surface is a saddle surface
} = {|, see Figure 5(a), and the other is a cubic surface
} = {3  3{|2 +2 {| + |, see Figure 5(b). We use 4
triangular patches in our tests. The reconstructed surface
patches are exactly the same as the original surfaces in both
cases.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach for con-
structing F1 continuous surface over arbitrary triangular
patches around a corner. The approach is derived based
on the mixed directional derivatives between the common
boundaries between two adjacent patches. The result sur-
face is piecewise cubic polynomials with the advantage of
cubic reproduction. The approach is simple and fast. The
user can easily control the shape of the interpolation surface
by adjusting the input values. We demonstrate the applica-
bilityandﬂexibilityoftheapproachbyseveralexperimental
results.
The presented approach still has much to do for im-
provements and extensions. First, we would ﬁnd practical
application for ﬁlling a n-side hole using our method.
Second, we should consider the extension to piecewise
parametric surface construction over triangulation with
arbitrary topology. It is also much worthwhile to extend
our approach to build high order continuous surface over
patches around a corner vertex. We believe that this
extension is feasible but not straightforward.
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